where dg is the Riemann measure on M» ESy (2) one can write this identity also as (6) trK« S^t)
where <5 is the even part of the Fourier transform of 6" , e l+x)(dx + dy ). So the eigenvalue problem (l) for our example can be put into the form 2 . Such a geodesic will be called degenerate^ it occurs when the roots of (l8) coincide, and one then also has (19) ^W =0.
4» The trace formula* In our example, the first member of (5) can be obtained without explicitly determining K by solving the initial value problem (3). One needs a technical lemma. [6) ) , it will not be discussed here» For k ^ 0, it is found that the asymptotic behaviour of 6" , yields
information on the singularity of <5 near t = T , , the length of the e me geodesic y , of Proposition (l6)» We now go on to state the principal results obtained^ the proofs will be published elsewhere [23 . As o is e even, we take t > 0. We write We shall use the notation, for any real number 89
^o " ^f t f fe ^ E ) for t < 8 } .
We begin with the regular' case, 
where ^ is the appropriate solution of (l8), and £ as 1 if
The proof is in effect an application of the method of stationary phase to (30). The result is essentially that of €53 » allowing for the observation made in the remark following Proposition (l6)» The factor k-i-£. i incorporates the Maslov index and the changes of sign due to reflection at the boundary. The other factor in (38) is proportional to the so-called invariant volume of the relevant fixed point set of the geodesic flow on S*M.
It is clear from (l9) and (38) that (37) oannot hold when the closed geodesic ^ , is degenerate. In fact, the phase function which njc comes from (31) and (32) is then degenerate. However, this case is easy to handle. We only remark that, whereas in the non-degenerate case (ST. is a classical symbol of order -j^, it is the sum of two such in the degenerate case, of orders % and -^ respectively, and omit the detailed formulae, Theorem (36) holds for each y ,, but one cannot simply add the asymptotic expansions (3T) i 11 order to obtain the behaviour of ^ (t) in e the neighbourhood of t » nL. However, one easily sees from (38) and (17) a" « 0(k" ), so that the sum of the top order terms converges. Put Observe that this is a genuine error estimate, as K 6 IL "" x we n loo do not know if it is the best possible.
As in the case of Theorem (39)» the difficulty is that one has to work in a range of ^ (a neighbourhood of (l+d)^ or of -(l+d)^) where the application of (23) to the phase function S . of Proposition (28) is problematical. There is a constant o such that, for any T> 0, the <T ŵ ith k > c<r are smooth; but one cannot control the error terms for the sum over k^ OT • However, it turns out that one can do so for the sum of the (5 , over k <?' c'T ' , and obtain another estimate for the range o"r 1 / 4 . k .< cT 1 / 3 .
